Senior Seminar and Courses Spring 2020 (Tentative)

ADVANCED LECTURE COURSES WITH LIMITED ENROLLMENT

Econ 403b. Trade and Development
Econ 409b Firms, Markets and Competition
Econ 410b. The Economics of Innovation
Econ 411b. Economics of Uncertainty and Information
Econ 414b. Economic Models of New Technology
Econ 416b. Labor Economics: Employment, Skills and Wages
Econ 429b. Data Analysis and Strategy
Econ 433b. Economics of Space
Econ 439b. Applied Econometrics: Macroeconomic and Finance Forecasting
Econ 445b. The U.S. Banking System
Econ 449b. The Economic Analysis of Conflict

SEMINARS

Econ 457b. Economics, Politics and History: Institutional Design and Institutional Change
Econ 458b. The Economics of Population
Econ 461b. Addiction, Economics, and Public Change
Econ 463b. The Economics and Science of Medicine
Econ 470b. Strategies for Economic Development
Econ 471b. Topics in Cooperative Game Theory
Econ 473b. Equality
Econ 474b. Economic Policy Lessons from Japan
Econ 477b. Economics of Education
Econ 479b. Social Networks and Development
Econ 480b. Banking Crises and Financial Stability

Place number to order fields: 4
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